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Safety is a major concern for both automobiles and railway
vehicles. The related standards provide denitions of the same concepts
such as Risk, Harm, Hazard, etc., which we consider here as the core
concepts. However, related conceptual models existing in the scientic
literature either are inconsistent or do not cover the core concepts comprehensively.
We modeled the core of these safety concepts ourselves both in meetings and with tool support, based on the denitions given in the related
standards. As a result, this paper presents a small core ontology of safety
risk concepts for reconciling the scientic literature with standards. Since
it matches the terminology of the related standards, it may serve as a
reference model in the future. In fact, we already used it ourselves for
systematically studying where human error may compromise safety.
Abstract.

1 Introduction
In the context of our overall eort to support reuse in safety risk analysis (see,
e.g., [18], we have been working on tool support. Such a tool needs to allow for
input, handling and storing information on concepts like

Hazard. Our chosen
metamodel has

approach to generate parts of such a tool using Eclipse, a related
to be dened.

So, we looked up standards and related scientic literature to gather information for such a metamodel. Unfortunately, we found inconsistencies between
the terminology of the standards with conceptual models in the literature. In
addition, we could not nd any conceptual model in the literature that would
cover the core concepts comprehensively.
In particular, we investigated this issue in the context of automobiles and
railway vehicles. In general, all such vehicles are covered by the generic standard
IEC 61508 [3], which has the scope of Electrical / Electronical / Programmable
Electronic Safety-related Systems (E/E/PE) and is based on ISO/IEC Guide 51
[5]. For practical reasons, more specic standards apply:




ISO 26262 [4] for automobiles, and
EN 50126 [1] & TR 50126-2 [2] for railway systems
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Fig. 1.

Taxonomy of standards under investigation

Figure 1 depicts the relationships between these standards in the notation of
the Unied Modeling Language (UML) [22], see

omg.org for the current version.

The arrow head points from the specic standards to the more general one (IEC
61508), which is also associated with ISO/IEC Guide 51.
ISO/IEC Guide 51:2014 [5] provides requirements and recommendations for
the drafters of standards for the inclusion of safety aspects. This standard is
applicable to any safety aspect related to people, property or the environment,
or to a combination of these.
ISO 26262 is the functional safety standard for road vehicles and is derived
from the generic functional safety standard IEC 61508. It deals with the possible
hazards that could result from function failure in the electrical/electronic system
in automotive vehicles.
EN 50126 is relevant for the whole railway system and not limited to railway
vehicles. In contrast to IEC 61508 and ISO 26262, the railway standard EN
50126 is not limited to hazards resulting from malfunctioning of E/E/PE.
Primarily based on the terminology of these standards as dened in their
glossaries, we started modeling of what we consider the core safety concepts. In
addition, we employed tool support for nding relations between these concepts.
In the course of several iterations over model versions in meetings, the models
were most importantly extended and rened by expert knowledge from both the
automotive and railway domains. We present here the resulting core ontology.
While it may have various applications in practice as a reference model in
the future, we already used it for a preliminary but systematic study on where

human error may compromise safety. This involved both traversing the graph of
ontology concepts and looking at it as a whole.

The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner. First, we
motivate our work explicitly and discuss related work in the scientic literature.
Then we elaborate on our eort on conceptual modeling of terminology from
standards. Based on that, we explain our resulting core ontology of risk concepts.
In addition, we sketch its t into an

upper ontology. As a possibility to make use

of our ontology, we sketch how human error may compromise safety.

2 Motivation
While we originally strived for a metamodel for our tool support, our motivation for creating such a core ontology soon became more fundamental. In fact,
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safety assessment is in many ways subjective, partly because of individual risk
perception, experience, education, cultural pressure and habits.
To reduce the arbitrariness of safety assessment, experts dened safety concepts such as

Risk, Hazard and Accident. However, denitions in natural language

are inherently ambiguous. With an ontology, at least the relations among the
concepts contained can be made precise. They can also be visualized in gures
as shown below, and such gures can support a common understanding of safety
concepts.
In addition, even the denitions of safety core concepts such as

Risk are not

consistent between dierent safety standards. For example, while it is dened
in the ISO 26262 standard [4] for the automotive domain as combination of
the probability of occurrence of harm and the severity of that harm, for the
railway domain it is dened as the rate of occurrence of accidents and incidents
resulting in harm (caused by a hazard) and the degree of severity of that harm
[2]. For creating our core ontology, we made an ontological decision in favor of
the former denition, since it is actually derived from the ISO/IEC Guide 51 [5].
Being precise and consistent in this regard is actually a major concern in
practice. This was, for instance, a major lesson learned by the author of this
paper who is a safety expert in the railway domain, in an international project
for the installation of a people mover. According to this real-world experience, if
understandable and consistent denitions are not introduced in an early project
phase, later much time will be wasted with discussions and with the reformulation of documents for the safety case.
Moreover, the consistency of denitions of safety concepts may become important after an accident in legal courts. Interpretations of safety concepts may
be discussed there and related questions raised, such as the following:






What was the interpretation of the safety concept

x

for the safety case?

What are other interpretations of this safety concept (in the standards used
or other similar ones)?
Would the other interpretation have led to additional safety requirements?
Could the accident have been avoided if such additional safety requirements
were taken into account?
Our core ontology of safety risk concepts may help to answer such questions

consistently.

3 Related Work in the Literature
Ambiguity of safety standard terminology and the problems resulting are discussed in [12,23]. Models of safety standards can contribute to avoid misunderstandings and conicting views on the concepts behind the terminology.
Such a model for IEC 61508, with the focus on creating a chain of evidence for
safety compliance demonstration, is proposed in [21]. Unfortunately, as explained
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below, there are ontological problems with this model, in particular its

Risk

concept. Another model of a few concepts from ISO/IEC Guide 51, from which
IEC 61508 takes many of the core glossary denitions, can be found in [23]. It
only centers around a model of

Risk, but also this model has ontological problems

as explained below. Hence, we could not base our core ontology on either of these
papers.
A discussion of evolving denitions of the concepts

Risk, Hazard and Mishap

in military standards is discussed in [28]. As a result, a formalized model for
calculating hazard and mishap occurrence probabilities is presented. The ontological view of risk-related concepts in these military standards is quite dierent
from the one in automotive and railway standards. Hence, it was not possible to
base our core ontology on this work, either. However, the increasing importance
of the

Mishap

concept in the evolution of military standards suggests to us the

Accident concept. As explained below, the inclusion
Accident into our core ontology was only in the course of an evolution of our

importance of the related
of

conceptual models.
The closest attempt to our ontological modeling in this paper can be found
in [13], where we focused on the dierences in automotive and railway standards
and unied them conceptually as far as possible. In contrast, the current paper
provides a core ontology of the common safety concepts. In addition, there was
no model of

Risk yet in [13].

Our development of a core ontology of safety risk concepts may be considered
as a simple application of

Ontology Engineering

(OE) [8]. OE represents the set

of activities that concern the ontology development process, the ontology life
cycle, and the methodologies, tools and languages for building ontologies ([9],
as cited in [25]. Typical activities in OE are Domain Analysis and Specication
(knowledge acquisition, and the denition of ontological purpose, including its
use cases, users, etc.), Conceptualization (structuring of domain knowledge), and
Implementation (expressing the ontology using an appropriate ontology representation language). On top of the activities for ontology building are the activities for ontology utilization and application (e.g., building tools for the dened
use cases). Another important activity in OE is ontology

evaluation. The goal of

ontology evaluation is to estimate the quality of the ontology, and it includes ontology

validation (investigation if the ontology represents the real-world domain

concepts and their relationships appropriately, and if it fullls the ontology use
case and purpose), and

verication (proving consistency and that the ontology is

correctly constructed according to the language used, etc.) [10]. However, most
of the ontology evaluation approaches [6] deal with large, complex and more or
less formally represented ontologies (e.g., in OWL or description logic) and are
not suitable for our case.
Since we have used a semi-formal representation in UML without constraints,
logic formalisms, etc., and having in mind the current size of our core ontology,
explicit ontology verication is not feasible. Regarding validation, we iteratively
reviewed the results from ontology development steps using expert knowledge.
In our future work, we plan to validate the ontology against use cases. Another
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option for ontology validation would be to automatically create an ontology
from standards and (or) scientic literature and qualitatively compare it to our
manually created ontology. Sfar et al. [24] use a similar comparison to evaluate
automatically created ontologies against a gold-standard ontology created by
humans. So, using ontology learning [27] for the validation of our core ontology
would be a valid goal for our future research. We already gained rst experience
in comparing semi-automatically created taxonomies (light-weight ontologies) to
manually created domain models in requirements engineering [7].

4 Conceptual Modeling of Terminology from Standards
Conceptual modeling is, in general, not that simple. Regarding models of safety
concepts in the literature, we particularly found inconsistencies in [23] and in
[21]. In both cases, these are supposedly related to misunderstandings of the

aggregation relationship of UML.

In [23], a categorization of the concept Risk is correctly modeled using generalization of the classes representing the subconcepts in UML. However, Damage
(supposedly used here as a synonym of Harm) is modeled there as an aggregation
of three special cases of Harm, and this should rather be modeled as well using
generalization.
In [21], the concept Risk is modeled as class with a few UML attributes, including likelihood and consequence. Assuming that they correspond to Probability and Severity according to the standards that we model below, there is an
interesting modeling issue. In the specication of UML, an attribute is said to
be semantically equivalent to a composition association. When considering this
statement more precisely, the question arises, in which sense an attribute is part
of an object. In the UML

metamodel, attribute is part of class in a composition.

In this sense, an attribute is an entity of its own, which denes UML. But in the
specication of UML as well as in [22], attributes are also said to be composition
relationships between a class and the classes of its attributes. In this sense, an
attribute would model the same relationship as a composition. A simple example
shows that this view is questionable. The region of a wine can be modeled as its
attribute (as one of possibly several), but this does not mean that any particular
region is part of  a particular wine. Already in [26], attribution was said to
be often confused with a whole-part relationship. The argument that these are
dierent relationships was another simple example: While towers have height
as one of their attributes, height is not a part of a tower.
Therefore, it is rather the class representing the concept
(among others) the attributes

Probability

and

Severity,

Harm that may have

see Figure 2. While we

think that this is a `true' model of these concepts (according to the standards
under consideration), this way of modeling raises yet another issue. How would

Probability
Severity of Harm is Risk? All this justies the ontological decision to model

it be possible in such a model to represent that this combination of
and

this inner core as given below (using aggregation).

6
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Fig. 2.

Harm class with attributes

For the actual modeling involved for achieving our proposed core ontology,
we pursued two dierent ways. We employed tool support for getting automated
suggestions for association relationships, and we had a series of expert meetings,
i.e., meetings involving two safety experts. Note, that the tool run was only after
the second of a total of four meetings. So, it was not intended to bias the whole
eort but only to see more exactly what can be extracted directly from the given
glossaries.

4.1

Tool-supported Modeling

After the second meeting (as sketched below), we tried tool-supported modeling. We were interested in getting suggestions for (binary) association relations
between any two of the core concepts under discussion in the meetings, based
on their glossary denitions in the standards under investigation. Our major
interest was to see what exactly these denitions say about potential relations
between the concepts dened.
More precisely, we employed the tool RETH (Requirements Engineering
Through Hypertext), a tool for requirements specication according to the
method with the same name. RETH combines object-oriented technology and
hypertext. It was developed under the guidance of the rst author of this paper
some time ago, see, e.g., [16].
For tool-supported modeling in the course of creating our core ontology of
safety risk concepts, we used the RETH tool to automatically generate

links,

glossary

see [17]. More generally, it is a semi-automated generation that allows

the user to reject a suggested link, but we refrained from this option in order
not to inuence the result. Based on such links, we let the tool automatically
generate (binary) association relations in a second step, see [15]. According to the
heuristic behind that, RETH simply generates an association, if and only if there
is a glossary link in either direction. Of course, such proposed associations can be
deleted manually, e.g., if they are transitive and, therefore, may be considered
redundant. Again, we refrained from this option in order not to inuence the

Risk being
Individual Risk (based on an obvious linguistic clue), but we

result. Note, that this tool can also propose generalizations, e.g., for
more general than

did not have such a case here.
Let us show an example of an entry for a concept and its denition as an
excerpt from a linearized tool output:
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Conceptual model with tool-generated associations

Risk
 Source of Denition


ISO/IEC Guide51:2014
combination of the probability of occurrence of harm and the severity of that
harm

 A-0 Severity
 A-1 Probability
 A-2 Harm
The link to harm was already given in this standard, but not the one to
severity, which was generated by the tool. The associations in this case only
correspond to out-going links from this concept and are shown here through a
generated name and a link to the associated concept.
The resulting model from the tool run is shown in UML in Figure 3. With
respect to our inner core of concepts around the concept

Risk,

the association

A-2 is a typical case of a redundant transitive relation, which can be deleted
in order not to clutter the diagram. A-0 and A-1 are simply shown here as
associations, while they may be modeled as their special case of an aggregation
in UML. However, the tool does not have any clue for such a distinction. (Note,
that the UML denition of an aggregation is vague, and attempts to formalize
them in logic are dicult.)
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Accident

is shown here in

isolation, i.e., without any association relation with any of the other concepts of
this model. Hence, let us have a look at its denition:

Accident
 Source of Denition


EN 50126-1
an unintended event or series of events resulting in loss of human health or
life, damage to property or environmental damage
In fact, there is no link that could have been found by the tool, while this text

can be interpreted in such a way that

Accident

Harm. This
Hazard, however,

may be related to

concept is directly associated in the model with the concept
based on the following denition:

Hazard
 Source of Denition
ISO 26262-1

 potential source of harm caused by malfunctioning behaviour of the item
 A-4 Harm
 A-6 Malfunctioning Behaviour
 A-7 Function
The reader is encouraged to compare this model with the ones created and
elaborated at the meetings as sketched below, especially regarding this direct
association. Note, in addition, that the concept

Malfunctioning Behaviour

was

nally not included into our core ontology, although it would make sense, but it
seemed to be less important in the standards under investigation.

4.2

Expert Meetings

As indicated above, we had four expert meetings including two safety experts,
one primarily in the railway domain, the other in automotive. The other participants have primarily background in software and symbolic modeling, in particular also on ontologies. Note, that all participants of these meetings are also
authors of this paper. Each meeting had ve to six participants, and the duration was, on average, approximately seven hours. Between these meetings, we
aligned ourselves via email and telecommunication, while we primarily worked
on dierent tasks.
The starting point was a metamodel intended to create an Eclipse-based tool
for supporting reuse of safety risk analyses. This metamodel included among
other classes for requirements, etc., the following ones:

Severity and Tolerable Hazard Rate (see also [18]).

Function, Failure, Hazard,

Since this metamodel was considered insucient by these authors, the relevant standards were consulted, rst IEC 61508 and ISO Guide 51. Since the
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White board with sticky notes from second meeting

terms in these standards are not unambiguously dened, we decided to look
for conceptual models that we could adopt for the metamodel needed. Unfortunately, as explained above, we could not nd a comprehensive model of the core
safety terms as needed in the scientic literature. It even contained conceptual
models that are inconsistent with the terminology of these standards.
In the course of a rst meeting of all the authors, we primarily discussed an
integration of a

Risk model with the concepts corresponding to the classes of our

previous metamodel. Immediately after this rst meeting, however, the safety
expert of the railway domain criticized that

Accident

was missing in our model

and pointed to the denition according to EN 50126. Additionally, he proposed

Hazardous Situation for representing preconditions that could lead
Accident.

to introduce
to an

In our second meeting, we discussed possible inclusions of these concepts into
our model. Even though neither IEC 61508 nor ISO 26262 dene

Accident

ex-

plicitly, we decided to extend our model with this concept. In order to determine
reasonable associations between the given concepts, we used sticky notes with
a concept name per note, and arranged them on a white board (for the result
see Figure 4). As shown above, an association between

Accident

and

Harm

is

obvious, but what causes the occurrence of such an unintended event? The denitions do not clarify that. So, the safety experts' knowledge was brought in and
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Fig. 5.

Conceptual model in the course of the third meeting

Accident between Hazard and Harm. Still, we could not
Hazardous Situation with the other concepts, although
some relation with Hazard is suggestive.
led to the inclusion of

determine associations of

Between the second and the third meetings, we used the RETH tool as explained above. While the resulting model is fairly similar to the one after our
second meeting, the tool could not nd any association of

Accident

with the

other concepts.

In the third meeting, we examined the association between Hazard and Accident more closely. In particular, we took ISO 26262 into account, which denes
Hazardous Event as the combination of a Hazard and an Operational Situation.
According to the glossary denitions, there is a missing link between Hazard
and Accident, because an Accident is a result of a single event or a series of
events. After long discussion, we erroneously decided to add both the concepts

Hazardous Event

and

Accident

as one named

Hazardous Event / Accident

due

to their apparent similarity, resulting in the conceptual model given in Figure 5.
After even more discussion in the course of the third meeting, we split

ardous Event

and

Accident,

Haz-

and dened an association named may cause be-

tween them.
In the fourth meeting, we reviewed the resulting model from the third meeting and did not nd a aw, while there are always options for other ontological

Triggering Event, with an association
Accident. This model intends to reect that both Hazardous Event and Triggering Event are preconditions of an Accident.

decisions. The only change was adding
named triggers with

5 Our Core Ontology
The resulting conceptual model is shown in Figure 6. We consider it as a core
ontology of safety risk concepts. While our sketch of its evolution above should
already serve as an explanation, a few more explanations are still necessary for
the rationale of some of its parts.
The ontological decision for the aggregation of

Risk

(instead of attributes)

is explained above in detail. Such an aggregation relation in UML is shown as
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Resulting conceptual model dening a core ontology of safety risk concepts

Hazardous
Event is by analogy. In fact, both underlying denitions in the standards use the
a diamond, see Figures 5 and 6. The rationale for the aggregation of
same formulation combination of .
The name of the association between

Accident

and

Harm,

results in, sug-

gests that every accident results in harm. Otherwise, this unintended event or
series of events would not be considered an accident according to the denition
of

Accident in EN 50126 (see also above). Instead of naming it may results in,

which somehow involved yet another probability, our railway expert suggested
to assign

Severity

0 in case there is no resulting human

Harm. In this way, our
Harm in the ISO

model resolves the very narrow and conicting denition of

26262 standard, which is restricted to human health but not to goods or the
environment.
The concepts

Function and Failure are only relevant for `Functional Safety',
Harm based on analyzing potential failures of each function

i.e., when assessing

of a system. This has to be done according to ISO 26262 in the automotive
domain. For other kinds of safety analyses, these concepts may be ignored.
Overall, this core ontology is an interesting combination of both the automotive and the railway domains. The concepts shown in blue are common, while
the others are based on terminology from ISO 26262 and EN 50126, respectively.

6 Upper Ontology
For such an ontology, also its t into a so-called

upper ontology

is important.

Upper ontologies represent general concepts to be used for creating more specic
domain ontologies such as ours. In this regard, let us focus on a specic problem.
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In our meetings, we struggled with the terms Hazardous Situation and Hazardous Event. In fact, there is no clear conceptual dierentiation between the
concepts Situation and Event in the standards that we used. To clarify this, we
looked into several upper ontologies. OpenCyc [19] is the largest and the best
known upper ontology, containing around

105

generic concepts. OpenCyc denes

the concept of a Situation roughly as a state and as specializations of Intangible
and Temporal concepts. Event is dened as a specialization of Situation (a dynamic situation in which the state of the world changes). Contrary to Event, in
a Static Situation (as another specialization of the concept Situation), objects
and their relations do not change over time. OpenCyc also denes the concept
of

DangerousSituation

as a specialization of the Situation where a signicant

risk of death, injury, or property damage exists. Even though these denitions
are not precise enough for safety analysis (e.g., DangerousSituation has the word
Hazard as a synonym, but the safety standards explicitly distinguish between
these two concepts), it seems as though the conceptualizations of OpenCyc t
well the intrinsic meaning of the safety-related concepts of our ontology.
Deeper investigation on the relation to other upper ontologies (e.g., ABC upper ontology [14], General Formal Ontology [11], or SUMO  Suggested Upper
Merged Ontology [20]) will be part of our future work.

7 Human Error
Human error may compromise safety in the context of safety-critical systems.
Let us sketch how our core ontology of safety risk concepts can be used for a
systematic analysis of human error.
First, the graph of ontology concepts can be traversed systematically, where
each concept is investigated regarding human error. In particular, additional
hazards caused by human error are important. They may lead to additional hazardous events and accidents as well. With respect to user errors, e.g., especially
the triggering events of accidents are of interest. Design and development errors as well as manufacturing, construction and installation errors seem to be
more related to functions and related failures. Also maintenance errors are to be
studied in this context.
With the help of the ontology, human error can be identied or classied
systematically, see Table 1. The three concepts

Function, Failure

and

Hazard

at the left of Figure 6 are relevant for human error analysis if an operator or
maintainer is involved in fullling or supporting a function, respectively. For
example, a train driver of certain railway vehicles has to fulll part of the socalled Parking function. For the analysis of human error in such a case, the
acting humans are considered part of the system. Such an analysis is especially
important in degraded modes with more intensive use of human capabilities. In
general, the traversal of the ontology guides from each instance of
analyzing it with regard to

Failure

and

Hazard.

Function

to

This functional safety analysis

has to investigate which failures may be caused by such a human error, and
which hazards may result. Analogously to operator error, errors of maintainers
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can be analyzed in this way. For example, in a railway vehicle the generation
of pressurized air is safety-relevant, since many functions such as braking are
implemented based on it. Filtering of dust and dirt in the pressurized air is a
crucial point, since air pipes may become locked by dust and dirt. Hence, the
dust lters have to be changed after at least one year. If this does not happen,
e.g., caused by human error in maintenance, these lters will lose their required
function.

Table 1.

Classication of human error related to concepts of the ontology.

Role of human Related concepts
Operator
Function, Failure, Hazard
Maintainer
Function, Failure, Hazard
Person at risk Hazardous Event, Accident
User
Triggering Event, Accident

Possible reason
Operator involved in Function
Maintainer supporting Function
Self rescue
Misuse

Aected persons of operator errors can, of course, be the operator who caused
the hazard, but also others, such as passengers of a train. Related to persons at

Harm from a given Hazard, the
Hazardous Event and Accident are particularly important for the anal-

risk, i.e., all involved humans that may suer
concepts

ysis of human error. Their instances need to be analyzed especially regarding
possibilities for escaping or avoiding any instances of

Harm,

e.g., through self

rescue, and what kind of human error may happen in this course. The avoidance
of harm must be recognizable, understandable, possible and desirable. For example, in case of large and abnormal vibrations in a wagon of a train, pulling the
emergency brake may be the most appropriate action to be taken by a passenger.
However, there are some problems involved in such a situation. First of all, the
passenger needs to recognize that these vibrations are abnormal. Given that, the
passenger has to understand that it is reasonable or necessary for him or her to
act. In addition, the passenger needs to gure out which actions are possible,
e.g., pulling the emergency brake or moving to another part of the train. Finally,
the passenger needs to judge that such an action is desirable, since unjustied
pulling an emergency brake is also subject to being punished, and decide to
actually perform such an action. In particular, such an analysis of human error
needs to take into account that humans involved in an accident are usually under
stress, and the more stressed humans are the more likely they commit errors.
The concept of a

Triggering Event

related to an

Accident

is relevant in the

context of unintended or intended misuse. An example of a triggering event is
pushing the button for opening doors of a train during the

Operational Situation

in a tunnel at high speed (say, 300km/h). In such a situation, the aerodynamic
forces can be strong enough to pull a passenger out of the train if a door in the
vicinity opens. This human error of misuse is covered by electronic locking of
the doors, where unlocking a door in such a situation would be an instance of

Hazard.
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Such a systematic analysis of human error may, in turn, suggest an integration

of additional technical assistance systems. These are intended to reduce the
possibilities of human error or its negative eects. The overall safety assessment
needs to nd a balance between human and technical aspects related to hazards
and risks.
Another potential use of our core ontology related to human error is to look
at it as a whole. After all, it is currently fed into a tool for supporting reuse of
risk analyses (through a related metamodel). When risk analyses with all the
related information according to our model will be reused for similar cases, e.g.,
previous hazards will be taken into account that otherwise may be overlooked
by human error.
Even regarding standards, both their creation and their application, there
is some potential use of our core ontology. After all, it is based on ISO 26262,
EN 50126 and IEC 61508. Problems often arise from contradicting or arbitrary
denitions, or even missing denitions. For example, in ISO 26262 the term
accident is not dened even though it is used in some of its parts. For the
creation of future (versions of ) standards, human error may be reduced through
this and enhanced ontologies.

8 Conclusion and Future Work
Primarily based on the glossaries of standards for automotive and railway, we
created conceptual models, both using tool support and in a series of expert
meetings. Especially in these meetings, of course, expertise of two safety experts
played a major role in the evolution of these models. We consider the resulting
model a core ontology of safety risk concepts covering both domains, which
also ts into a major upper ontology. As a preliminary application of this core
ontology, we used it for systematically studying possibilities of human error
compromising safety.
In on-going and future work, we base a corresponding metamodel for tool
creation using Eclipse on this core ontology. This metamodel will also include
requirements-related concepts, which we have sucient previous experience with.
Using the resulting tool, and indirectly our core ontology, we will perform case
studies, focusing on reuse of risk analyses. In this course, we will particularly
investigate whether this reuse can help to reduce human error of omitting important information on previously known hazards, etc. All this will be important
for the sake of validation of our proposed approach. Also extending the scope,
e.g., to avionics or healthcare will be of interest.
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